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Watson and Crick (1953), and Kornberg (1967). The author assumes no
prior knowledge. For example when discussing the observations of Meselson
and Stahl not only does he include the usual symbolic illustrations of semi-
conservative DNA replication, but also a figure of equilibrium density
gradient centrifugation. Each chapter ends with a summary of the observa-
tions presented which answer the original questions. There is some sacrifice
in depth as the author covers in the last 100 pages, protein synthesis, the
genetic code, the molecular structure of the gene, and the regulation of gene
action. He effectively bridges the semantic gap of terminology derived from
classical breeding experiments and modern molecular studies by describing
the actual experiments. The book ends with continued momentum and ex-
citement outlining some unresolved problems and prognosticating on the
application of genetic principles to the welfare of mankind. In summary, the
book fulfills its promise to introduce the entire field of genetics.
LOUIS J. ELSAS
PRINCIPLES OF REGENERATION. By Richard J. Goss. New York, Academic
Press, 1969. 287 pp. $11.50.
In this informative and excellent book, the author examines selected prob-
lems by focusing on representative examples to seek explanations of re-
generation and morphogenesis. The main emphasis is on the general and
basic principles, including the role of the nucleus in regeneration, cell re-
newal, undifferentiated cells and blastemata, and neural and hormonal
influences. Although the book is not a broad survey of all regenerating
forms, most investigators working on regeneration will find their special
area of interest represented. Thus, there are considerations of regeneration
in the marine alga Acetabularia, the protozoon Stentor, hydroids, planaria,
annelids, arthropods, and vertebrates. Sufficient information and literature
is included so that the book serves as a useful review of these specific topics.
The book is well-illustrated with many excellent photographs and drawings.
Although these points are certainly sufficient to highly recommend the book,
perhaps its strongest aspect is the manner in which the author throughout
raises provocative questions on the mechanism and significance of regenera-
tion. It is appropriate, then, that it ends with a chapter on unsolved prob-
lems in regeneration.
THOMAS L. LENTZ
LASERS. TOOLS OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY. By Ronald Brown. Garden City,
N. Y., Doubleday and Co., 1968. 192 pp. $5.95 ($2.45 paperbound).
Out of fairness in the review of a book, one ought to have a reasonably
accurate idea of the type of audience for which the book is written and the
general objectives in its writing. Unfortunately, neither Mr. Brown nor
the publisher provide any direct discussion of these questions. From the
title, one is lead to believe that it is primarily concerned with the technical
aspects of lasers and their application to various modern scientific fields.
In addition, there is a sprinkling of laser "history" throughout and some
general discussion of the physical principles involved in laser operation.
Five specific areas of application are discussed, including a section entitled
so